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1.0 Executive Summary
The Dandenong Ranges Music Council Inc. (DRMC) is presently located in a
building in the grounds of the Upwey High School in Upwey. Initially
established in 1979, it is an incorporated association whose mission is to
“create and connect communities for people of all ages and abilities through
music” 1. Its activities are supported by the Shire of Yarra Ranges.
The group has about 100 individual members with a large number of
additional people involved in projects. The Council has a board of
management and has paid part-time staff of an administration officer and a
book-keeper. A large number of enthusiastic volunteers support the activities
of the DRMC. The annual membership fees cover building and contents
insurance, public liability and volunteers insurance. Additional fees are
charged to members of music groups to cover rehearsal fees. The DRMC
facilitates a whole range of music-based activities.
The DRMC collection consists of several distinct collections.
• Sheet music collection, including original DRMC commissions
• Audio and audio-visual collection – cassette tapes, CDs, VHS tapes,
DVDs
• Organizational files/archives – annual reports, board minutes,
correspondence, membership records, grant applications and
acquittals etc
• Project files/archives – including programmes, flyers, photographs
In addition the DRMC holds a collection of musical instruments for loan and
hire which have been purchased with money raised from the public.
The Victorian Government has committed substantial funds to upgrading
facilities at the Upwey High School, including the development of a new
performing arts centre and home for the DRMC. This development work is in
the early stages and this report will address issues that need to be
considered.
The following key recommendations are made following the
assessment:
1. Liaise with architects and builders of the performing arts centre to
ensure DRMC’s requirements are documented (Section 11.0)
2. Plan for the relocation of the collection (Sections 3.0 & 4.0)
o Develop policies and procedures in regard to archiving and
records management, including retention/disposal of records
o Sort collection based on policies and procedures and commence
cataloguing into a database
o Rebox the collection into Type 1 archive boxes ready for
relocation, cleaning as required (Section 7.0)

1

From a brochure provided on the day of the site visit.
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Key issues required to carry out the recommendations include:
1. Identify the appropriate person/people to undertake the task of liaison
with the architects of the new performing arts centre and initiate a
meeting and on-going communication process
2. Funds to employ an archivist/ records manager to develop policies and
procedures in regard to archiving and records management
3. Funds and volunteers to implement the sorting and reboxing of the
collection
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2.0 Key Recommendations
Following is a summary of the key/major recommendations for further action.
Recommendations are listed as either: short, medium or long term, where
short term indicates within 12 months, medium term within 3 years, and long
term within 5 years.
2.1 Short term recommendations:
3. Liaise with architects and builders of the new space to ensure DRMC’s
requirements are documented (Section 11.0)
4. Plan for the relocation of the collection (Sections 3.0 & 4.0)
o Develop policies and procedures in regard to archiving and
records management, including retention/disposal of records
o Sort collection based on policies and procedures and commence
cataloguing into a database
o Rebox the collection into Type 1 archive boxes ready for
relocation, cleaning as required (Section 7.0)
2.2 Medium term recommendations:
• Continue cataloguing tasks, setting realistic goals (Section 3.0)
• Develop an Integrated Pest Management Plan and a Disaster
Preparedness Plan for the new space (Sections 8.0 & 9.0)
• Review policies and procedures every three years or when there is a
change to the organisation’s mission or operations (Section 3.0)
2.3 Long term recommendations or On-going tasks:
• Maintain regular training for use of fire extinguishers, emergency
evacuation procedures and disaster training, and maintain schedule for
regular checking of fire extinguishers (Sections 5.0 & 9.0)
• Maintain the Integrated Pest Management Program to monitor insect
and pest activity (Section 8.0)
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3.0 Policies and Cataloguing
The significance assessment recommended the development of collection
management policies to guide the management and maintenance of the
collection. 2 As the collection is predominantly an archives-type collection
(organisational and project files, sheet music collection and audio-visual
material), review of different archives policies is suggested – rather than
typical museum policies.
At the moment, also noted in the Significance Assessment 3, it is difficult to
judge the extent of the collection or to know where to find things, the
exception being the sheet music collection.
The Policy should include:
• the purpose of the DRMC
• acquisition guidelines and procedures, including cataloguing
procedures
• guidelines for acceptance of donations and associated procedures
• de-accessioning guidelines and procedures
• digitization guidelines and procedures – for paper records and sound
recordings
• guidelines for storage, handling and use
To date there are a number of lists held on Excel spreadsheets covering:
• Commissions – by year 1981-2015
• Sheet music
• VHS tapes
• CDs
• Audio tapes
• Pianola rolls
Use of a database is perhaps a better solution than Excel spreadsheets as
they often give the option of on-line access. The Significance Assessment
refers to a free on-line community database operated by the Eastern Regional
Libraries. 4
Records managers at the Shire of Yarra Ranges may be able to advise the
DRMC on some of these issues, particularly in regard to what organisational
records are legally required to be kept and for what period. The DRMC’s rules
of incorporation may also set out some guidelines around retention of records.
Advice received from the University of Melbourne Archives staff 5 suggest
looking at the Public Record Office Victoria website, although keeping in mind
this does only legally apply to public records in Government agencies. It still
2

Milk A., Dandenong Ranges Music Council Collection Significance Assessment, July 2015
pp2 and 17
3 Milk A., Dandenong Ranges Music Council Collection Significance Assessment, July 2015
pp12
4 Milk A., Dandenong Ranges Music Council Collection Significance Assessment, July 2015
pp18
5 Personal communication, 5 May 2017
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does provide a guide to common records.
https://www.prov.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2017-03/0701VAR4.pdf
As well they suggested that community organisations look at their records with
following four questions in mind:
1. What records are you legally obliged to keep long term for evidence of good
governance (if you are an associated body for example – usually minutes and
annual reports and any evidence of accountability, policy and decision making
– these are permanent or archival records);
2. What records do you need to keep long term for administrative purposes
(material which is evidence of ongoing business which you keep referring to
no matter how old it is, eg, records of continuing membership);
3. What records do you hold which have of obligations to other people (client
files, contracts, workcover or the like where there could be legal liabilities
which might arise);
4. What records are ‘historical’ – a rather vague concept which usually gets
interpreted as “everything else”, but should be perhaps confined to identified
photographs, publications by the organisation [material sent to the
organisation from outsiders for information purposes can be disposed of], and
evidence of whatever makes the organisation unique, or of its origins.
Given the existing resources and expertise within the organisation,
employment of a part-time archivist/records manager may be a better solution
for developing policies and procedures and assessing what organisational
records need to be retained, and resolving and commencing cataloguing onto
a database.
Once policies and procedures are developed, review them all regularly to
ensure they are still relevant – approximately every 3 years or whenever there
are any changes in the organisation’s mission or operations.
3.2 Recommendations: Polices
• Seek advice from the Shire of Yarra Ranges records management staff
in regard to retention/disposal and archiving of organisational records
• Seek funding for the employment of an archivist/records manager to:
o Develop collection management policies and procedures
o Investigate options for cataloguing onto a database
o Commence cataloguing onto the chosen database, setting
realistic goals with the given resources
• Review policies and procedures regularly – approximately every 3
years or whenever there are any changes in the organisation’s mission
or operations.
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4.0 Collection
4.1 Description
The DRMC collection consists of several distinct collections.
• Sheet music collection, including original DRMC commissions
• Audio and audio-visual collection – cassette tapes, CDs, VHS tapes,
DVDs
• Organizational files/archives – annual reports, board minutes,
correspondence, membership records, grant applications and
acquittals etc.
• Project files/archives – including programmes, flyers, photographs
The collection is stored in two locked rooms on the lower level of the building.
The available storage boxes, tubs and shelving are not adequate for the safe
storage of the collection. This will be covered in detail in Section 9.0. Sheet
music for the Concert Band and the Orchestra are stored off-site. A list is held
by the Administration Officer.

Main Collection Store
4.2 Condition
The collection varies in condition with most in fair to good condition. However
there was noticeable dust on shelves and boxes and insect debris was found
in some boxes, along with dead silverfish.
Keeping the collection free from dirt and dust is particularly important.
Particles of dirt act as an abrasive and can cause damage to surfaces. Dirt
also attracts insect pests and moisture. Insects typically attack organic
materials such as paper and photographs. This collection would benefit from a
cleaning and re-housing program.
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4.3 Handling
Objects typically are more vulnerable to damage when they are being handled
and moved. Awareness of the potential risks is essential. Also it is important
to be aware of health and safety issues around manual handling of heavy
objects (such as heavy boxes and tubs), and handling of objects from low or
high shelves. Most of the boxes and tubs are heavy and access to shelves is
difficult as tubs and other objects are placed in front of the shelves. General
basic tips include:
• Store the collection in smaller boxes that won’t be as heavy as the
existing cardboard boxes or tubs.
• Heavy objects or boxes should be stored on shelves between knee and
shoulder height, not on low or high shelves.
• Use platform ladders, rather than standard step ladders, to access high
shelves.
• Get assistance if required. Don’t feel that you have to do it alone.
• Use gloves (cotton, nitrile or latex) when handling material – or wash
hands regularly.
4.4 Recommendations: Collection
• Undertake a cleaning program for the boxes as required. See Appendix
1 for brush vacuuming information.
• Rebox the collection into smaller archive boxes.
Note that these activities can be part of the larger task of sorting the collection
when deciding what needs to be retained and what could be disposed of.
Also, these tasks should be undertaken prior to relocating to the planned
space in the new performing arts centre to avoid moving material that doesn’t
need to be retained and to ensure material moved to the new space is clean
and correctly housed.

5.0 Building (repository structure)
The building is a re-purposed canteen building on the Upwey High School
grounds. It is a two story brick building with the main entry on the upper level
where the DRMC has offices, a large rehearsal room, kitchen, toilets and a
instrument storage room. On the lower level, the DRMC has two locked
storage rooms on the west side of the building. One room is at the bottom of
the stairs and the second room is accessed through a large open room fitted
out with desks, chairs and computers. The west wall of the two rooms is below
ground level but there are no obvious signs of damp. The internal walls and
ceiling are painted plaster board. The roof of the building is iron. There are no
windows in the two store rooms.
5.3 Security and Fire Safety
The building is alarmed and it has to be turned off upon entry using a keypad.
All music groups who are part of DRMC have a master key to the building. A
key register is maintained. Only about four people have key access to the two
store rooms. There have been no security breeches to date. If the alarm is
activated, a commercial security firm investigates. The security system is part
of the School-wide system.
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A fire extinguisher is located near the front door on the upper level. The metal
tag indicates that it was last checked in Oct 2015. The Administration Officer
thought it is likely that the DRMC has been unattended when later checks
across the School site have been undertaken. Check with the School facilities
staff when fire extinguisher checks are taking place to ensure that the DRMC
extinguisher is checked regularly, usually twice a year. A fire hose cabinet is
in the rehearsal room but there is no fire hose installed. Remove the cabinet
or paint out the signage so there is no confusion about the location of fire
services.

Entry to the DRMC building
Lit EXIT signs are in place over exit doors. Emergency drills are held
regularly. It is recommended that they are held at least once a year so staff
and volunteers are familiar with emergency procedures. An evacuation plan is
posted on the wall near the front door. Fire wardens need to be nominated
and the paid staff are the obvious choice for this role. Staff have training in the
use of the fire extinguishers which is recommended so that staff are confident
in using the equipment if necessary. Electrical equipment is regularly tested
and tagged. The Arts Administrator is an active member of the local volunteer
fire brigade and provides timely and relevant input to the Board on these
matters.
5.3 Recommendations: Building
• Ensure the regular checking of the fire extinguisher.
• Remove the fire hose cabinet or paint out the signage to avoid
confusion.
• Continue regular emergency evacuation drills.
• Maintain training in the use of the fire extinguishers.
• Maintain testing and tagging regime for electrical equipment.
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6.0 Environment
6.1 Temperature and Relative Humidity
A stable environment is recommended for the preservation of archival and
heritage collections. The potential for damage to collections is greatest when
the temperature and relative humidity (RH) are fluctuating or at either high or
low extremes. Organic materials such as paper, photographic material and
textiles are particularly vulnerable.
Changes in temperature can increase the rate of biological or chemical
deterioration and also affect relative humidity levels. High levels of relative
humidity can cause dimensional changes in organic materials, make some
adhesives and photographic emulsions tacky, promote mould growth and
insect infestations, and corrode metals. Low relative humidity can cause
dimensional changes in organic materials and cause some materials to
become dry and brittle.
The Heritage Collections Council commissioned a report, which developed
guidelines for the region and recommends the following conditions for
temperate climates such as Victoria’s and Tasmania’s.
Temperature 18 - 24 °C and relative humidity 45 - 65 % on a daily basis
The full report Guidelines for Environmental Control of Cultural Institutions
(2002) is available at https://aiccm.org.au/conservation/environments
Ongoing monitoring of temperature and relative humidity in collection areas
will provide information about the environment over a given period. Ongoing
monitoring helps to:
• Identify variations in temperature and humidity.
• Monitor the performance of equipment, such as air conditioning
systems.
• Identify potential problems and develop strategies to improve the
environment.
• Identify whether your strategies are working to improve the
environment.
There has been a more recent review of environmental guidelines by an
AICCM taskforce and their interim report was released in 2014, also available
at the website above. The AICCM recommended Interim Temperature and
Relative Humidity Guidelines for acceptable storage and display conditions of
general collection material are:
•

Temperature – between 15–25°C with allowable fluctuations of +/4°C per 24 hr.
• Relative Humidity – between 45-55% with an allowable fluctuation
of +/- 5% per 24 hr.
Where storage and display environments experience seasonal drift, RH
change to be managed gradually across a wider range limited to 40% –
60%.
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There is no air-conditioning in the storage rooms. Except in situations where
there are full environmental controls in place i.e. temperature and relative
humidity controlled air-conditioning, the internal environment will always
reflect, to some extent, the external temperature and relative humidity. Boxing
of collections helps to provide a buffer to environmental changes, with the box
material slowing down the rate of change inside the box. Compactus units or
cupboards also help to slow down any changes. The solid structure of the
building and the location of the store rooms on the lower level will help provide
a protective buffer against environmental changes. Simple measures such as
preventing drafts around windows and external doors will assist in minimising
environmental changes in the building. The building appears to be sound and
there are no noticeable problems with damp in the building.
Spot readings of temperature and relative humidity were taken on the day of
the site visit, using an Elsec monitor. The day was warm and sunny.
Temperature and relative humidity readings from the Bureau of Meteorology
(BoM) web site are also listed below.
Inexpensive digital hygrometers / thermometers can be bought on-line or at
electronics suppliers. These provide spot readings, which could be noted
down on a wall chart near the door, each time a volunteer enters the store.
This will build up a record of the environmental conditions over time.
Alternatively, more expensive dataloggers can be installed which monitor the
conditions continuously. The data needs to be downloaded onto a computer.
Making a note of the readings from the BoM website will give a comparative
reading of the external conditions which will assist in understanding how well
the building is protecting the collection.
TIME
Wed
5/04/17
9.00am
12.30pm
2.30pm
3.15pm
3.00pm

LOCATION
Ferny Creek – BoM records
Ferny Creek – BoM records
Main Store Room
Main Store Room
Sheet Music Store Room
Ferny Creek – BoM records

TEMPERATURE
Min 12.1°C
Max 24.4°C
18.8°C
18.5°C
19°C
19.5°C
23.5°C

RELATIVE
HUMIDITY
0.0mm rain
38%
53.8%
53.5%
52.5%
27%

6.2 Light Levels
Light sources, both natural, in the form of daylight, and artificial as in
spotlights, lamps and fluorescent tubes, contain three components of energy.
Visible light, Infrared (IR) and Ultra Violet (UV) radiation can cause extreme
and irreversible damage to many objects found in collections. In general,
organic materials are the most sensitive to this damage. Visible light and UV
radiation can cause chemical reactions to take place within certain materials.
Continued exposure can result in the breakdown of the material. This can be
seen as colours fading and changing; textiles, papers and photographs
yellowing, losing strength and becoming brittle; woods bleaching, yellowing or
darkening; and lacquers and varnishes turning yellow or brown. In extreme
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cases, disintegration of the material can occur. This type of damage is called
photochemical degradation. UV radiation has a much greater potential for
causing this than visible light, as it comprises higher energy. IR radiation
differs from visible light and UV radiation in that it causes objects to heat.
Although this does not cause photochemical deterioration, it can accelerate it.
Heat also causes items to expand and contract, causing damage.
Photochemical degradation is cumulative and irreversible. When considering
what light levels are acceptable, the brightness or intensity of the light needs
to be taken into account, as well as the length or duration of exposure to the
light. Objects should not remain on display indefinitely, or for extensive
periods of time. For very sensitive materials such as paper, photographs, dyes
and inks, textiles, plastics and plant fibres, it is generally recommended that
light levels be as low as possible. The recommended industry standard for
spot readings is 50 lux. For moderately sensitive materials such as wood,
lacquers, oil paintings, varnishes and undyed leathers, 200 lux is the generally
recommended light level. The recommended UV radiation levels for
collections should be no greater than 75 microwatts per lumen (µw/lm) but
preferably as close to 0µw/lm as possible. However, aiming to exclude
daylight and to use filters on artificial light sources, such as fluorescent tubes
that emit UV radiation, will eliminate a substantial amount of UV.
Location

Main Store Room

Visible
Light
Levels (lux)
260

UV Levels
(µwatts/
lumen)
26

Comments

Taken directly
underneath a light fitting

Light readings were taken using an Elsec light monitor.
The Main Store Room is lit by two units with two fluorescent tubes which have
acrylic diffusers in place. Diffusers tend to reduce the UV light emitted from
the tubes. Fluorescent lights are excellent for the store. The lights are only
switched on when someone is working in the room. As the collection is mostly
all boxed, there is no issue regarding light levels in the store. A similar
situation exists in the Sheet Music Store.
6.3 Recommendations: Environment
• Continue to switch off lights when the store rooms are not in use.
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7.0 Storage
7.1 General Comments
Ideally non-collection material should not be stored with collection material.
This needs to be considered in the design of the planned new space. It is
likely that a lot of the non-collection material presently stored, could be
disposed of, such as old props and costumes, frames and paint.
Storing paper-based collections in large boxes presents a health and safety
issue due to the weight of the boxes. Up-grade the boxes to archival quality
Type 1 boxes for standard sized files (A4 and Foolscap sized sheet material).
These boxes are smaller than the boxes being presently used and are more
robust due to their design. Archival quality folders, wallets and four-flap folders
could also be used as added protection for the files. Other sized archival
boxes are available for storage of different sized collection material. Boxes are
available for storage of CDs and DVDs, for example.
The plastic tubs used to store the project files provide a good temporary
storage solution. For long-term storage, these files should be sorted and rehoused into archival boxes.
When re-housing files, remove metal paperclips and staples which become
rusty over time. Replace them with plastic paper clips (Plasti-clips supplied by
Archival Survival).
Photographs and negatives can be stored in polypropylene sleeves to better
protect them. The sleeves can be stored in standard folders in archive boxes
with the relevant project files, or if there are a large number of sleeves, in
polypropylene albums. Leaflets and pamphlets can also be stored in
polypropylene sleeves and albums. These sleeves and albums are available
from Archival Survival and Albox Australia.
7.2 Main Store
This is the storeroom near the bottom of the stairs. There is an external door
to the right of the bottom of the stairs while the store door is to the left of the
stairs.
There are wooden shelves against most walls, holding an array of materials folders, small instruments, boxes, plastic tubs. There are also tubs stacked on
the floor, in the middle of the room and in front of the shelves, limiting access.
Shelves are labelled, eg. A1 – A, D1-D6 etc. Tubs and boxes labelled
alphabetically, eg. A-B, C-F etc. There is also an assortment of old props and
costumes from past performances.
Organisational files/archives include:
• Ring binders with Board files
• Meeting agendas and minutes
• Financial records
• Press releases in polyethylene sleeves in Lever Arch files
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•
•
•
•
•

Files in large archives boxes – mix of correspondence, brochures and
pamphlets, manilla folders with assorted files
Financial records – check with archivist/records manager about
recommendations for retaining records
Folders containing grant submissions
Minute books with documents pasted in to the book or stapled –
bulging with the contents
Membership files

Files in folders and boxes

Boxed files
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Issues noted:
• Needs an archivist/records manager to sort this material as noted in
Section 3.0 – development of policies around what needs to be kept
and for how long, development of a disposal schedule
• Boxes are very heavy and too wide for the shelves – use smaller boxes
(Type 1 archives boxes) and get wider shelves for the new space –
consider compactus units if space is a issue
• Silverfish damage noted – holes and debris – in scrapbook
• Rusty staples and paperclips in some files – need to be removed
• Debris in files – dirt and insect debris

Squashed silverfish

Project files in plastic tub
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Plastic tubs (unlabelled) stacked on the floor contain project files:
• paper records in folders
• loose files
• leaflets and pamphlets
• photographs
• CDs - only retain a small number (maximum of 5) in the permanent
project files. Try to sell the additional copies on-line or at local markets.
• Multiple copies of programs etc - only retain a small number (maximum
of 5) in the permanent project files. Additional copies can be held
separately if they are needed as examples of project material for future
grant applications. Otherwise dispose of the additional copies.
Till storage contains small frames and glass. It is not clear what the frames
are used for. It is recommended that these frames and glass are discarded as
they are poor quality and many are damaged. There are more frames stored
on a shelf.

Frames in till storage
A collection of small musical instruments are stored on shelves or stacked on
the floor in their cases. These are for loan or hire.
Non–collection material noted in the store:
• Xmas tree + tub of decorations
• Empty tubs
• Metal box – containing extension leads, ropes, pegs
• Paint tins – dispose of appropriately
• Stationery cupboard + ring binders + stackable file trays
• Old props – dispose of appropriately
• Banners – dispose of if not re-usable
• Lamps and bulbs
17
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•

Boxes of cds from previous events – keep small number and try to sell
remainder (online or local markets)
• Rubbish bags on top shelf a back of room – couldn’t access on the day
to identify contents
Non-collection material should not be stored with collection material. Keep this
in mind when planning for the new space. Dispose of any non-collection
material not required prior to the relocation.

Main Store – note empty tubs at left, props, files and instruments on shelves
at right, Christmas decorations in tub, unknown material on high shelves at
back of room
7.3 Sheet Music Store
Sheet music is mainly stored in filing cabinet drawers in suspension files, filed
by type or music group eg. Concert band, Flute choir, Choral, Hilltop Singers.
The music is listed on an Excel spreadsheet. If filing cabinet drawers are
tightly packed, accessing material towards the back of the drawer can be
difficult and may result in damage to the sheet music. Using archival wallets in
the suspension files will better protect the music. There is additional sheet
music stored in tubs on top of the filing cabinets. Depending on the design of
the new space, storing the sheet music in archival boxes may be a better
option, particularly if compactus shelving is installed. There is some other
music stored on shelves in a cupboard. Some sheet music is stored off-site for
the Concert Band and the Orchestra. A list of music held off-site is held by the
Administration Officer.
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There is a large box of donated music which needs to be sorted to decide
what to retain. Having a clearly documented accession policy will assist in
determining what to keep and may prevent random donations being accepted.
The commissioned music is also stored in the filing cabinets. This material is
likely to be the most important part of the collection given it is original
compositions, developed specifically for DRMC projects. Storage in archival
boxes may be a more appropriate storage option.

General view of the Sheet Music Store – note the drums stored in the room

Sheet music in filing cabinet
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Sheet Music in tubs on top of the filing cabinets

Original composition “Elements” stored loose in a filing cabinet
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7.4 Rehearsal Room
A glass-fronted cupboard contains an assortment of CD’s and videos and
there are other audio-visual materials in boxes in the store. The main issue for
this material is to ensure that it can be accessed in the future. The older
formats should be transferred to digital format. See Appendix 3 for companies
who can reformat this material. There is an on-going necessity to ensure that
as software and hardware is up-dated, the digital files are up-dated to ensure
long-term access.
7.5 Instruments
While not strictly part of the collection, a broad range of instruments are held
for use by DRMC members and groups.
• Instrument store off the Rehearsal Room – instruments regularly used
by groups eg. Large percussion instruments and drums, and music
stands
• Instrument bank (controlled access – loan instruments)
• Scholarship instruments – for young people – free as long as they are
playing in the Young Strings group
• Small instruments are stored in the Main Store
• Drums are held in the Sheet Music Store
In the redevelopment, a separate storage area should be set aside for the
storage of all the instruments. If some instruments need to be in secure
storage and not readily accessible, store them in locked cabinets in the
instrument store.

Instruments in the Instrument Room, off the Rehearsal Room
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7.3 Recommendations: Storage
Many of these recommendations will tie in with the relocation to the new
facility and should be carried out prior to the relocation to:
• avoid unnecessarily moving material that won’t be retained
• ensure all material moved is cleaned and rehoused
Recommendations are:
• As noted in Section 3.0, employ an archivist/records manager to
develop records management/disposal policies and to sort the
collection
• Rehouse the collection to be retained into smaller Type 1 archival
boxes for standard files.
• As part of the rehouse, clean collections to remove insect debris and
dust
• Remove metal fasteners and replace with Plasti-clips
• Photographs and negatives and single-sheet paper objects can be
stored in polypropylene sleeves and in polypropylene albums
• Newspaper cuttings are inherently unstable due to the poor quality of
the paper. These could be photocopied onto archival paper
• Sort and rehouse project files – retain only a small number of things
like programs, flyers and CDs in the permanent project files. If
additional copies are needed for inclusion in future grant submissions,
keep these copies separate from the permanent files.
• Do not store non-collection material in the collection store. Sort and
dispose of non-collection material prior to the relocation to the new
space eg. Paint cans, props, costumes, banners, frames, stationery
items
• Ensure the filing cabinet drawers containing the sheet music are not
too tightly packed. Depending on the storage arrangements in the new
space, using archival wallets and Type 1 archive boxes may be a better
option
• Sort through the box of donated music to decide what should be
retained
• Store the commissioned music in archival boxes rather than in with the
general published sheet music.
• Ensure all old format recorded music is transferred to digital format and
retained for future access.

8.0 Housekeeping
Maintaining a clean space is critical for the care of the collection. Dust acts as
an abrasive and also attracts moisture and pests. The general cleanliness of
the building was very good. A policy of no food or drink in the collection
storage and exhibition areas should be in place. Rubbish bins should be
emptied daily so no food scraps are left overnight in the kitchen bins.
Contractors and groups using the Rehearsal Room are responsible for
cleaning of the various spaces.
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In the kitchen food should be kept in sealed containers. Ensure the area is
well cleaned and there is no accumulation of debris that will attract pests.
8.1 Integrated Pest Management
An Integrated Pest Management (IPM) Program is used to monitor insect and
rodent activity so as to identify outbreaks that could be damaging to the
collection. Strategic placement of insect and rodent traps, which are
monitored on a regular basis and any insects or rodents caught are recorded,
will establish seasonal activity. Any variations to the recorded seasonal
activity will alert staff and volunteers to potential problems. In paper-based
collections, silverfish are a potential problem. Silverfish will graze over the
surface of paper, affecting image media, and eventually eat through the
paper.
Dust and food scraps will attract insects and rodents, and could cause mould
to develop. Maintaining a clean space will help protect collections. Reducing
gaps around doors and windows will assist in keeping out insects and other
pests. There was evidence some insect activity in the collection area – eaten
paper, squashed silverfish and other insect debris. There was also a
substantial amount of dust in the Main Store.
8.2 Recommendations: Housekeeping
• Clean material prior to transfer to the new space to avoid transferring
insects and dust to the new space.
• Introduce an Integrated Pest Management Program to monitor pest
activity in the new space.

9.0 Disaster preparedness
Disaster Preparedness Planning is a strategy for prevention of disasters and
the damage that can result to collections. Risk assessment, followed by risk
minimisation are the initial steps in the planning process. Prevention of the
disaster is the preferred outcome, but inevitably it is impossible to prevent all
potential disasters. Being prepared for any identified disasters will help
minimise damage to collections. Disaster recovery plans for collections also
need to be in place.
Refer to Be Prepared: guidelines for small museums for writing a disaster
preparedness plan on the AICCM web site.
http://aiccm.org.au/resources/disaster/disaster-planning
Review the plan at regular intervals (about every 3 years) or immediately after
a disaster occurs. A Disaster bin is available for emergencies. All staff and
volunteers should undertake training in use of the plan and disaster
recovery/salvage techniques.
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9.1 Recommendations: Disaster preparedness
• Prepare a Disaster Plan for the collection.
• Put together a basic Disaster Bin for use in emergencies.
• Review the plan every three years or immediately after a disaster.
• Undertake regular training for staff and volunteers.

10.0 Training needs / skills assessment
The main issues for the collection are sorting and cataloguing and rehousing
into archival quality storage materials. With the planned relocation to new
spaces, establishing collection management/records management policies
and procedures are essential. This will provide the tools for sorting the
collection and determining what needs to be retained. Employment of an
archivist/records manager or getting support from the records management
team at Shire of Yarra Ranges are possible approaches.
Museums Australia (Victoria) often runs training in collection management
areas and these might be useful for volunteers with an interest in maintaining
the collection. The Grimwade Centre for Cultural Materials Conservation can
tailor workshops and training to the specific needs of organisations, such as
object handling, disaster preparedness planning and disaster recovery
techniques. There is also an on-line training module (reCollections: An Online
Learning Program) on the GCCMC web site.
(http://arts.unimelb.edu.au/grimwadecentre/teaching-andlearning/reCollections)
10.1 Recommendations: Training
• Liaise with the Shire of Yarra Ranges records management team
• Investigate Museums Australia Victoria training
• Discuss specific training needs with GCCMC

11.0 Proposed New Space
With the development of the new performing arts centre there is an
opportunity for the DRMC to establish the best possible set up for the storage
of their collection.
As noted in Section 6.0 Environment, there are internationally accepted
environmental conditions for the storage of collections. These conditions
cannot usually be met unless the storage space has high quality HVAC
(heating, ventilation and air conditioning) system in place which controls both
temperature and relative humidity. While the building may have airconditioning, it is unlikely that it will have humidity control and is also unlikely
that it will be run 24/7. With this in mind, the aim will be to restrict the
variations in temperature and relative humidity as much as possible. This can
be done, to some extent, by location of the store rooms centrally in the
building (ie. no external walls) and ensuring the building itself is well-designed
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(passive design principles) and well insulated, so that the building itself acts
as a buffer to the external environment. Storage of paper-based records in
archival boxes will also help reduce variations in temperature and relative
humidity as the boxes act as a buffer.
In terms of lighting in DRMC spaces, and possibly throughout the building,
LED lights are considered more economic as they use much less energy than
other forms of lighting. While LEDs may cost more to purchase, the savings
over the life of the lights is substantial. In work areas such as offices, ensure
there is good lighting to prevent eye strain.
Ensure the store rooms are not positioned below or near sources of water,
such as kitchens or bathrooms, in case of leaks. All collection items should be
stored at least 10cm above floor level in case of flooding or water ingress.
Compactus units typically have the lowest shelf above 10cm. Large musical
instruments can be stored on plastic palettes, while smaller instruments can
be shelved. A fire extinguisher should be located inside or immediately
outside the storeroom.
The collection is principally a paper-based archives of organisational records,
project files and sheet music. The most efficient way of storing these types of
records are in standard sized archival boxes (Type 1 Archive Boxes) which
can be stored on standard compactus shelving. Compactus shelving is the
most efficient use of space as there is no need for aisles between rows of
static shelving. The floor loading needs to be sufficient to accommodate the
concentrated weight of loaded compactus shelving. This needs to be
established at the design stage of the planning of the new building. If
compactus shelving isn’t possible, powder-coated metal shelving is
recommended. The shelves need to be wide enough to accommodate the
Type 1 storage boxes. The store needs to be large enough to cope with
expansion of the collection for an extended period, at least 10 years but
preferably longer. Some material such as the organisational records may have
restricted access, so these need to be secured in locked compactus shelves.
Having separate shelves allocated to records which do not have to be kept
permanently, will help manage the space. These temporary records will be
determined by the policies and procedures developed by the
Archivist/Records Manager. The sheet music collection seems to be
accessible to members so will not need locking devices on the shelves.
Alternatively a member could request sheet music from the catalogue list and
a staff member could collect the required sheet music and provide it to the
member.
Ideally the store should have an adjacent work room with IT access so
cataloguing work could be done and locations can be up-dated in the
catalogue. If this isn’t possible, the design of the store room should allow
enough space for a work table with IT access.
In additional the DRMC holds a collection of musical instruments
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•

Instruments regularly borrowed by groups eg. Large percussion
instruments and drums, presently stored in the Instrument Room off the
Rehearsal Room
• Instrument Bank - controlled access loan instruments
• Scholarship Instruments – for young people, loaned for free as long as
they are playing in the Young Strings group
The instruments should all be housed in a separate Instrument Room. Any
instruments that have restricted access could be secured in locked cupboards
for smaller instruments or a locked cage for larger instruments within the
Instrument Room. The Instrument Room will require good access so that large
instruments that are borrowed regularly can be easily taken in and out of the
building. A covered loading bay is the best solution for getting large
instruments in and out of the building. The doors to the Instrument Store and
corridors to the loading bay need to be wide enough to allow safe movement
of large instruments.
The DRMC is likely to need a general storage area for things like stationery,
any reusable props and costumes, CDs for sale etc. These materials should
not be stored with the instruments or with the archives collection.
11.1 Recommendations: New Space
• Locate the collection storage areas centrally in the building so the
building envelope will protect the collection against variations of
temperature and relative humidity
• Use efficient LED lighting
• Ensure the collection storage areas are not located below or near
kitchens and bathrooms
• Ensure collection material is stored at least 10cm above floor level – on
shelving or palettes
• Ensure a fire extinguisher is located in or immediately outside the
collection store
• Aim for compactus shelving for the storage of paper-based archives of
organisational records, project files and sheet music, packed into
standard sized Type 1 archive boxes
• Alternatively use powder-coated metal shelves wide enough to
accommodate the Type1 archive boxes
• Allow enough space in the store for growth over at least 10 years or
longer
• Have a work room adjacent to the store room – or enough space in the
store room for a work desk. IT access is required in the store room and
work room
• Establish a separate instrument store. Large instruments can be stored
on palettes while smaller instruments are shelved
• Ensure doors and corridors are wide enough to allow safe movement of
large instruments. Access to a covered loading bay is recommended
• Establish a general store room for materials that are not collection
objects or instruments
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12.0 Action Plan
Recommendations
Policies and
Procedures and
Cataloguing

Action
• Seek advice from the Shire of Yarra Ranges records
management staff in regard to retention/disposal and
archiving of organisational records
• Seek funding for the employment of an archivist/records
manager
• Review approximately every 3 years or whenever there are
any changes in the organisation’s mission or operations

Collection condition

Building issues

Environment issues
Improve storage
materials and
techniques

• Undertake a cleaning program for the boxes and collection
material
• Rehouse into smaller Type 1 archive boxes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure regular checking of the fire extinguishers
Remove fire hose cabinet or paint out signage
Continue regular emergency evacuation drills
Maintain training in the use of the fire extinguisher
Maintain testing and tagging regime for electrical equipment
Continue to switch off lights when the rooms are not in use
Sort, clean and rehouse the collection prior to relocation
Remove metal fasteners and replace with Plasti-clips
Photographs, negatives and single sheet paper objects
can be stored in polypropylene sleeves and in

Priority
H

Comments/ Resources

H

To develop policies and procedure;
to investigate database
cataloguing; commence
cataloguing
On-going Include the date of the current plan
and the review date in the footer of
the document
H
Brush vacuum external surfaces
H

EHS issue for handling
These tasks need to be undertaken
prior to relocation to the new space
On-going Also applies to new location
M
On-going Also applies to new location
On-going Also applies to new location
On-going Also applies to new location
On-going On-going procedure in place
H
Use archival quality Type 1 archive
boxes
M
H
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Recommendations

Action
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Integrated Pest
Management
Program
Disaster
Preparedness Plan

•
•
•
•

polypropylene albums
Newspaper cuttings could be photocopied onto archival
paper
Sort and rehouse project files
Do not store non-collection material in the collection store
Ensure the filing cabinet drawers containing the sheet
music are not too tightly packed
Sort through the box of donated music to decide what
should be retained
Store the commissioned music in archival boxes
Ensure all old format recorded music is transferred to
digital format
Introduce an Integrated Pest Management Program to
monitor pest activity in the new space

Training Needs

•
•

New Space

•
•
•

Prepare a Disaster Preparedness Plan
Put together a basic Disaster Bin for emergency use
Review the plan every three years or immediately after a
disaster
Undertake regular training for staff and volunteers
Liaise with Shire of Yarra ranges records management
staff
Investigate Museums Australia Victoria training programs
Discuss specific needs with GCCMC
Locate the collection storage areas centrally in the building

•

Use efficient LED lighting

Priority
M
H
H
M

Comments/ Resources
Newspaper cuttings are inherently
unstable due to the poor quality of
the paper.

M
H
H
H

An IPM program is an essential
preventive conservation approach –
on-going task
H
Risk assessment and risk reduction
H
components are particularly
On-going important. See Be Prepared on the
AICCM website
H
H
M
M
H

Funding will be needed to support
training
The building will help protect the
collection

H
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Recommendations

Action
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure the collection storage areas are not located below
or near kitchens and bathrooms
Ensure collection material is stored at least 10cm above
floor level
Ensure a fire extinguisher is located near the collection
store
Use compactus shelving for the storage of paper-based
archives – or powder-coated metal shelves
Allow enough space in the store for growth of the
collection
Have a work room with IT access adjacent to the store
room
Establish a separate instrument store
Ensure doors and corridors are wide enough to allow safe
movement of large instruments
Establish a general store room for materials that are not
collection objects or instruments

Priority
H

Comments/ Resources

H

On shelves or palettes

H

In or outside the collection store

H

Organisational records, project files
and sheet music
For 10 years or more

H
H
H
H

Or enough space for a work desk in
the store
Large instruments stored on
palettes, smaller instruments on
shelves

H
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13.0 Authorship
The Grimwade Centre for Cultural Materials Conservation (GCCMC) at The
University of Melbourne was commissioned to provide a Preservation Needs
Assessment for the DRMC collection. The AICCM Preservation Needs
Assessment Template developed for the National Library of Australia
Community Heritage Grants Program has been used for the report format.
Jude Fraser (Certificate in Cartography, BAppSc Conservation of Cultural
Materials), Manager – Commercial Conservation Services at GCCMC, visited
the DRMC on 5th April 2017 to assess the collection, consulting with Bev
McAlister, Karen Noonan, administration officer, and Anne Elizabeth, music
librarian with the Orchestra. The Draft Report was forwarded on the 22nd May
2017. The final report was forwarded on 22nd June 2017.
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APPENDIX 1. Brush vacuuming and vacuuming techniques
The best method for removing dust is brush vacuuming. Dust should be
removed from objects as it is abrasive and can scratch objects. Dust can also
act as a moisture trap (it is hygroscopic), which can accelerate the corrosion
of metal, and trap humidity, which can lead to warping of paintings, etc. When
the dust build-up is heavy and the configuration of the object is irregular or the
surface is roughly textured, vacuuming with the aid of a brush is
recommended (this technique is described below). Heavy dust should be
removed with a vacuum designed to prevent recirculation of dust through the
exhaust, such as one with a HEPA (high-efficiency particulate air) filter.
Materials and equipment
• HEPA filter vacuum cleaner with variable control suction
• Micro-vacuuming attachments (see Figure 11)
• Plastic funnel to insert into vacuum hose to increase the area over
which dust is collected
• Selection of soft, natural and synthetic brushes of various sizes (see
Figure 10)
• Open weave mesh (plastic fly wire or fabric netting) in small and large
pieces
• Elastic/rubber bands
• Masking tape to cover metal ferrule of brushes
• Photographer’s bulb
• Zip-lock bags and a box for storing any pieces of objects that become
detached with labeling equipment (tags, pencils)
• Standard vacuum cleaner brush heads

An assortment of brushes (and a photographer’s bulb) that can be used for brush vacuuming.
Note that the metal ferrule of the brushes (metal section that holds the bristles) should always
be covered with masking tape to prevent scratches to the object, if accidental contact occurs.
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Method
• Cover the nozzle of the vacuum cleaner hose with a piece of plastic fly
wire or netting and secure this with masking tape or an elastic/rubber
band. This prevents loose pieces of the object dislodged during
vacuuming from being sucked inside the cleaner.
• In some situations, a plastic funnel can be inserted into the vacuum
hose to increase the area over which dust is collected
• Choose a brush to use for vacuuming, chosen according to the
hardness/softness of the bristles, as well as its size.
• Cover the ferrule (metal band securing the bristles) of all the brushes
used with masking tape, to prevent the ferrule from scratching the
object.
• Set the vacuum suction to low.
• Start at the top of the object and work towards the bottom.
• With the vacuum running on medium to low suction hold the end of the
nozzle close to the surface being cleaned (approximately 2-3 cm).
Avoid the nozzle touching the object’s surface. Reduce vacuum
pressure when cleaning small or fragile objects.
• Holding a soft brush with the other hand gently brush the surface of the
object towards the vacuum nozzle. Avoid dragging the brush across the
surface as this may result in scratching.
• For heavily soiled surfaces of a large surface or object a vacuum brush
attachment can be used to vacuum the object surface. This should be
followed by the use of a small soft brush to gently remove any
ingrained particulates.
• When brushes become grubby, wash them with clean water without
detergent. The brush should be allowed to dry before reuse.
• For vacuuming historic upholstery and textiles, a large sheet of fly wire
screen should be placed over the fabric object and vacuumed through
the mesh (see image below). In this situation the brush attachment of
the vacuum cleaner may be used.
• In some cases, the object may be too fragile to even dust with a brush,
so dust may be blown from the object with a photographer’s bulb, and
collected in the vacuum cleaner.
• If a small piece of the object becomes detached during the cleaning,
place in a zip lock bag, label with object’s accession number and
location of the loss and consult with the curator.
NOTE: For the vacuum to collect as much dust as possible, select a soft
brush that is narrower than the nozzle of the vacuum.
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A selection of micro-vacuum attachment tools
available from Godfreys and other suppliers.

Using the upholstery tool to brush vacuum a
fabric seat cover, through a custom-made
mesh screen.

Masking tape has been used to cover the
ferrule of the brush (metal section holding
the bristles) so that it does not scratch the
object, if accidental contact occurs. The
nozzle of the suction hose has been
covered with netting attached with a rubber
band to prevent any loose pieced of frame
being accidentally removed by the vacuum.

Detail of the mesh screen, placed over the
chair's seat to vacuum through; this should
be used for brush vacuuming all textiles.

Environment, Health and Safety
• Protect hands by wearing latex/or cotton gloves (depending on the
object)
• Be careful of repetitive strain injuries: take regular breaks and vary
tasks
• In extremely dusty environments, protective dust face masks should be
used.
Also see: reCollections: Caring for Cultural Material 2, pages 20-21 at
www.aiccm.org.au/resources/collection-care/australianresources/recollections
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APPENDIX 2. Suppliers List
SUPPLIER

PRODUCT

Albox Australia Pty Ltd
Ph: 1300 555 717
Email: albox@albox.com.au
www.albox.com.au

Polypropylene storage systems for the
storage of photographic and paperbased materials.
Includes sleeves, albums and boxes

Archival Survival
Ph: 1300 781 199
Email: info@archivalsurvival.com.au
www.archivalsurvival.com.au

A large range of archival storage
solutions and products

Globe Australia
Ph: 9568 6800
Email:
melbourne@globeaustralia.com.au
www.globeaustralia.com.au

Trapper Monitor and Insect Traps and
Trapper Mouse Glue Ltd Traps and
Max Glue Traps

Preservation Australia
Ph: 1300 651 408
Email:
info@preservationaustralia.com.au
www.preservationaustralia.com.au

A large range of archival storage
solutions and products

Shelving and Storage Systems
See Yellow Pages

Powder-coated metal shelving
systems, plan cabinets, including
bases and legs, filing cabinets
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APPENDIX 3. Digitisation Providers
Scanning of Heritage Material:
AMS Imaging
Australian Microfilm Services
230 Bank Street
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Ph: 9690 6800
www.ams-imaging.com.au

Archiva Lucida
Archival and Preservation Products and
Services
26 Lee Street
North Carlton VIC 3054
Ph: 9349 5159

Bond Imaging
4-8 Gwynne St.
Richmond VIC 3121
Ph: 9429 1299
www.bondimaging.com.au

DataComIT
Level 1, 70 Dorcas St.
Southbank VIC 3006
Ph: 1300 887 507
www.datacomit.com.au

Technological Micro Data
38-42 Cremorne Street
Richmond VIC 3121
Ph: 1300 663 554
www.databankdecision.com.au/tmd

Visual Heritage
567-569 Victoria St.
Abbotsford VIC 3067
Ph: 9830 7328
www.visualheritage.com.au

Digitisation of Audio-Visual Material:
Film Plus Pty Ltd
PO Box 1239
St Kilda South
VIC 3182
(small scale jobs)
Ph: 9537 1970 or 0417 341 863
http://filmplusaustralia.com/
• Film, Photos, Slides & Videos to
DVD
• Cassettes, Reel-to-Reel Tape &
Vinyl Records to CD or MP3
format
Lemac Films Australia Pty Ltd
2 Griffiths Street
Richmond VIC 3121
(medium scale jobs)
Ph: 9429 8588
www.lemac.com.au
• Video transfers

DAMsmart
Canberra, Sydney, NZ
Mitchell ACT 2911
Ph: 02 6242 6456
(large scale jobs)
www.damsmart.com.au/
• Film digitization
• Audio digitisation

Tickle Media / Complete Post
12 Thistlethwaite Street
South Melbourne VIC 3205
Ph: 9699 4119
(medium scale)
www.ticklemedia.com.au/index.html
• CD & DVD duplication
• Film Transfers and Scanning
• Tape Conversions
• Duplication of Broadcast Formats
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APPENDIX 4. Web Resources
Professional Bodies:
Australian Institute for the Conservation of Cultural Material (AICCM):
www.aiccm.org.au
The national organisation for conservators and people interested in the
preservation of cultural material. Also see the list of conservators in private
practice under Finding Conservators. Use in conjunction with the document
Guidelines for Commissioning Conservation Treatment.
Australian Library and Information Association: www.alia.org.au
Professional organisation for the Australian library and information services
sector.
Australian Society Of Archivists: www.archivists.org.au
Peak professional body for archivists in Australia.
Museums Australia: www.museumsaustralia.org.au
The national professional association advocating on behalf of museums and
galleries and supporting the people who work in them.
Victorian Branch: www.mavic.asn.au
Grants and Funding:
Arts Victoria: www.arts.vic.gov.au/arts/funding/funding.htm
A range of funding programs.
Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and
Communities
www.environment.gov.au/about/programs/gveho/
Grants to Voluntary Environment and Heritage Organisations (GVEHO)
www.environment.gov.au/heritage/programs/ych
Your Community Heritage Program
Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, Office for the Arts:
www.arts.gov.au/regional/visions_of_australia
Potential funding source for exhibition development.
Department of Planning and Community Development:
www.grants.dvc.vic.gov.au/web18/dvcgrants.nsf
Community grants programs.
Heritage Victoria: www.heritage.vic.gov.au/page.asp?ID=399
Victoria’s Heritage Grants.
Museums Australia Victoria: www.mavic.asn.au/services/museum-grants/
Grants, professional development and training.
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National Library of Australia: www.nla.gov.au/chg/
Community Heritage Grants.
Public Record Office Victoria: www.prov.vic.gov.au/lhgp/welcome.asp
Local History Grants Program.
Information and Resources:
Australian Copyright Council: www.copyright.org.au
Information, advice and training about copyright in Australia. Information
sheets available on this website. Other publications include practical guides
and discussion papers.
Australian Institute for the Conservation of Cultural Materials:
www.aiccm.org.au
Be Prepared https://aiccm.org.au/disaster/disaster-planning
reCollections, https://aiccm.org.au/conservation/collection-care
Guidelines for Environmental Control in Cultural Institutions and
Environmental Taskforce Interim Report
https://aiccm.org.au/conservation/environments
Canadian Conservation Institute: http://www.cci-icc.gc.ca
The Institute was created to promote the proper care and preservation of
Canada's moveable cultural heritage and to advance the practice, science,
and technology of conservation. CCI Notes on a range of conservation topics
can be purchased on-line.
Image Permanence Institute, Rochester Institute of Technology:
http://www.imagepermanenceinstitute.org
Information related to photographic and digital collections.
Ministry for the Arts:
http://arts.gov.au/resources-publications/industry-reports/significance-20
Significance 2.0: a guide to assessing the significance of collections
Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences:
http://www.powerhousemuseum.com/conservation/resources.php
Information sheets on a range of topics.
National Archives of Australia: www.naa.gov.au/services/familyhistorians/family-archive/index.aspx/ and www.naa.gov.au/recordsmanagement/preserve/physical-preservation/index.aspx
Over 60 Archives Advice sheets on a range of topics including protecting and
handling a range of archives material, time capsules, salvaging flooddamaged and fire-damaged records.
National Film and Sound Archive: http://www.nfsa.gov.au/preservation/
The National Film and Sound Archive is Australia’s audiovisual archive,
collecting, preserving and sharing this rich heritage.
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PADI: Preserving Access to Digital Information: www.nla.gov.au/padi/
Digital preservation resources.
State Library of Victoria:
www.slv.vic.gov.au/services/conservation/guides/index.html
Conservation information sheets on topics including storing books and
newspapers, dealing with pests and mould, caring for photographs.
The Australian Newspaper Plan: http://www.nla.gov.au/anplan/
The Australian Newspaper Plan is an ongoing project designed to collect and
preserve every newspaper ever published in Australia, guaranteeing public
access to these important historical records.
The Grimwade Centre for Cultural Materials Conservation:
http://shaps.unimelb.edu.au/students/graduate-research/ccmc-caring
On-line learning program: Caring for Heritage Collections.
Integrated Pest Management Working Group
www.museumpests.net/default.asp
Resources on integrated pest management in museums and other collection
holding institutions.
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